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Peacebuilding and Sustainable Human Development: The Pursuit of the Bangsamoro  Right to Self-Determination (The Anthropocene: Politik—Economics—Society—Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents the protracted right to self-determination conflict between the Philippine state and the Bangsamoro group in Mindanao, Philippines. In the five decades of attempts to achieve peace, a key element is the Bangsamoros’ search for a kind of development that is compatible with their aspirations for freedom and...
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Intrinsically Motivated Learning in Natural and Artificial SystemsSpringer, 2013

	It has become clear to researchers in robotics and adaptive behaviour that current approaches are yielding systems with limited autonomy and capacity for self-improvement. To learn autonomously and in a cumulative fashion is one of the hallmarks of intelligence, and we know that higher mammals engage in exploratory activities that are not...
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Computer Vision in Human-Computer Interaction: ECCV 2004 Workshop on HCI, Prague, Czech Republic, May 16, 2004Springer, 2004
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) lies at the crossroads of many scientific areas including artificial intelligence, computer vision, face recognition, motion tracking, etc. In order for HCI systems to interact seamlessly with people, they need to understand their environment through vision and auditory input. Moreover, HCI systems should learn how...
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Oxford Textbook of Philosophy of Psychiatry (International Perspectives in Philosophy and Psychiatry)Oxford University Press, 2006
The publication of the Oxford Textbook of Philosophy and Psychiatry marks a step forward in the practical interaction between philosophy and medicine, especially psychiatric medicine. Through the growth of teaching in Bioethics (as well as of research and publication), the overlap between philosophical...
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Enterprise Architecture for Integration: Rapid Delivery Methods and Technologies (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006
With the fast pace of change in today’s business environment, the need to transform organizations into agile enterprises that can respond quickly to change has never been greater. Methods and computer technologies are needed to enable rapid business and system change, and this practical book shows professionals how to achieve this agility....
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Joomla! is one of the world's top open source content management systems, which enables you to build websites and powerful online applications. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to enhance the functionality of your website. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application...
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The Pyramid Builders of Ancient Egypt: A Modern Investigation of Pharaoh's WorkforceRoutledge, 1997

	In this engrossing detective story, Rosalie David uncovers a fascinating picture of Kahun, a pyramid workmens' town excavated in 1887. In David's hands, the Egyptian builders of the pyramids are revealed as simple people, leading ordinary lives while they are engaged in building the great tomb for a Pharaoh. They worry about their...
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The Conductive Organization: Building Beyond SustainabilityButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
An organization's culture lies at the heart of its ability to perform. In the knowledge economy, new rules are emerging and organizations must rethink how they will compete by leveraging their tacit knowledge - their intangible assets - in order to create and sustain a strategic advantage. In this book, Hubert Saint-Onge and Charles Armstrong, two...
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Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the definite goal of understanding intelligence and
	building intelligent systems. However, the methods and formalisms used on the way
	to this goal are not firmly set, which has resulted in AI consisting of a multitude of
	subdisciplines today. The difficulty in an introductory AI course lies in conveying...
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Supplier Relationship Management: How to Maximize Vendor Value and OpportunityApress, 2014

	There’s a new buzz phrase in the air: Supplier Relationship Management (SRM). Corporate executives know it’s necessary, but there’s only one problem. Nobody yet knows how to do it. Or they think it’s all about bashing your vendors over the head until they reduce the price another 4%. Supplier Relationship...
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The Two W's of Journalism: The Why and What of Public Affairs ReportingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Public affairs journalism is a subcategory of all journalism, but it lies at the core of the profession because the practice of journalism is, finally, inseparable from the practice of democracy. Doing journalism of any sort requires two important sets of talents—reporting the news and presenting the news. For the most part, journalists'...
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Integrated Water Resources Management in the 21st Century: Revisiting the paradigmCRC Press, 2014

	Integrated water resources management advocates a coordinated approach for managing water resources in a way that balances social and economic needs with concern for the environment. While potentially useful, integrated water management is also controversial. Supporters believe that the multi-dimensional nature of water can only be understood...
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